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Abstract. Advanced Driver Assistant systems (ADAS) are receiving increased
research focus as they promote a safer and more comfortable driving experience.
In this context, personalization can play a key role as the different driver/rider
needs, the environmental context and driver’s/rider’s state can be taken into account towards delivering custom tailored interaction and performing intelligent
decision making. This paper presents an ontology-based approach for personalizing Human Machine Interaction (HMI) elements in ADAS systems. The main
features of the presented research work include: a) semantic modelling of relevant data in the form of an ontology meta-model that includes the driver / rider
information, the vehicle and its HMI elements, as well as the external environment, b) rule-based reasoning on top of the meta-model to derive appropriate
personalization decisions, and c) adaptation of the vehicle’s HMI elements and
interaction paradigms to best fit the particular driver or rider, as well as the overall driving context.
Keywords: Ontology, ADAS system, Personalization, Adaptation, Human Machine Interaction.

1

Introduction

Recently, research in the automotive domain has targeted to improve driving safety
through the development of preventive support systems, called Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS). State of the art systems offering such functionality include
adaptive cruise control, automatic emergency braking, lane keeping assist, lane departure warning, traffic jam pilot, dynamic maps, eCall, and driver state monitoring [1].
In this context, a prominent direction for further improving safety and the overall
driving experience is to offer personalized interaction that takes into account the driver,
the vehicle and the driving environment. Adapting the Human Machine Interaction
(HMI) elements to fit the driver or rider, the vehicle and the environment is crucial for
providing safer driving conditions [49], hopefully limiting the number of serious car
and motorcycling accidents. For example, the driver’s tiredness, distraction or lack of

experience may affect decision making so as to trigger proactive ADAS decisions earlier. Additionally, the means of delivering warning messages may vary depending on
the particular environmental conditions and driving context. For example, in the case
where sunlight or headlights of other vehicles compromise the driver’s vision, an auditory message should be preferred over a visual one. On the contrary, an auditory warning would be inappropriate for an environment with loud noise, e.g., a motorcycle or a
vehicle with open windows, requiring alternative interaction methods, such as haptic
signals in combination with visual cues.
Offering such personalized functionality requires storing information about the
driver characteristics and preferences, as well as constantly monitoring the state of the
driver, the vehicle and the environment. The latter may include information about
weather and traffic conditions, digital maps, and V2X communication [2, 16]. To efficiently and effectively organize and process such amount of data towards making personalization decisions requires introducing a semantic knowledge representation. The
latter relates to ontologies, a formal way for naming and defining the types, the properties and the interrelationships among the entities of a target domain. Knowledge is typically represented in the Resource Description Framework (RDF) [67] as triplets with
the form subject–predicate–object, where the subject and the object are linked with the
relationship expressed by the predicate. Data stored using this representation can then
be retrieved and manipulated through the SPARQL Protocol and the RDF Query Language (SPARQL) [58]. Furthermore, it is possible to express rules and reasoning logic
based on this data using the Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL) [34], and evaluate
such rules and logic through semantic reasoners (e.g. Pellet, HermiT) in order to make
appropriate decisions.
A lot of research has focused on ontology-based modelling in the automotive domain
in general [4, 7, 8, 11, 14, 19, 25, 31, 32, 33, 43, 47, 51, 57], and for ADAS systems in
particular [5, 6, 17, 22, 39, 42, 45, 54, 55, 63, 68, 69], as well as on the personalization
of HMI [1, 3, 13, 20, 23, 24, 26, 29, 30, 59, 65]. However, there has been little work
that explores the combination of the two fields and adopts an ontology-based approach
for delivering personalized HMI elements in ADAS systems. There are existing ontologies that model some aspects of the driver, the vehicle, and the environment, thus
offering the basis for personalizing interaction. However, they do not cover all relevant
driver aspects such as mental, physiological and emotional state, characteristics, personality and preferences, and lack proper modelling of significant vehicle information
such as the available HMI elements. This paper argues that a more comprehensive ontology that covers all relevant driver or rider information, as well as static and dynamic
information regarding the vehicle and the surrounding environment, can greatly improve the potential for personalized interaction and enable ADAS systems to offer personalized driving assistance, effectively leading to safer driving and reduced car and
motorcycling accidents.
This paper presents an ontology-based approach for delivering personalized HMI
elements in ADAS systems. The proposed approach combines the following aspects:
a) semantic modelling of relevant data in the form of a meta-model, by extending existing models when appropriate, to gather information regarding the driver or rider, the
vehicle and its HMI elements, as well as the external environment; b) performing rule-

based reasoning on top of this meta-model to derive appropriate personalization decisions, and c) using these decisions to adapt both HMI element and interaction modalities to best fit the particular driver / rider and context of use.

2

Background and Related Work

The process of driving a car has not changed significantly during the last 80 years. On
the contrary, what has been changing significantly is the integration of electronics and,
more recently, computers (e.g., ADAS, telematics, infotainment systems, etc.).To this
end, this section presents the main technologies currently leading the automotive industry towards more safe, proactive and ultimately personalized vehicles.
2.1

Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS)

ADAS systems are developed to help the driver in the driving process in terms of automation features of the vehicle, adaptation of HMI elements and driving safety [16, 48].
The aim of ADAS systems is to avoid collisions and accidents by offering technologies
that alert the driver to potential problems, or by implementing safeguards and taking
over control of the vehicle. Adaptive features may automate lighting, braking, provide
adaptive cruise control, incorporate traffic warnings, alert driver to other cars or dangers, keep the driver in the correct lane, etc. ADAS systems rely on input from multiple
data sources, including automotive imaging, LiDAR, radar, image processing, computer vision, and vehicle communication [48, 53]. As reported in [62], the following
indicative ADAS systems are available in various production models from a variety of
original equipment manufacturers (OEMs): a) autonomous cruise control, b) automotive navigation, c) driver drowsiness detection, d) electronic stability control, e) intersection assistant, etc. ADAS systems apply not only to cars, but also to trucks and buses.
In addition, considerable efforts also focus on the development of ADAS systems for
powered-two-wheelers, aiming at minimizing the risk of accidents.
2.2

HMI elements and ADAS

In the context of ADAS systems, the HMI elements serve both as a communication
bridge between the vehicle and the driver and as a means for the driver to access information and services provided through the smart infrastructure (e.g., Vehicle-to-vehicle
(V2V) and Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I) communication). Although many of these
systems build on advances in diverse technologies, such as vision systems, sensors, and
connectivity, the success of ADAS systems relies on the provision of distraction-free
methods for interacting with the driver. For instance, advances in touchscreen technology offer more intuitive interaction with passengers and the driver, minimizing the need
for embedding a lot of dashboard controls with, in some cases, questionable affordances. However, for ensuring the safety of the driving process itself, the optimal
design and deployment of HMI technologies to vehicular systems seem to be a vital
aspect already adopted by a variety of OEMs.

In the same direction, research has focused on the provision of novel alternative input and output modalities for HMI elements. HMI input is provided through explicit
commands, as well as through analysis of implicit gestures and poses. For instance,
touch-free HMI elements promise mechanisms for driver interaction without requiring
drivers to move their hands from the steering wheel. HMI output is provided explicitly
through visual, acoustic and haptic signals, as well as implicitly using ambient light,
background sound and smooth force feedback on the steering wheel, pedals or handle
bars. Visual feedback is offered typically through visual displays, like clusters on the
dashboard, or through head-up displays (HUD). The latter usually project a virtual image in the windshield of the vehicle helping drivers maintain roadway focus [60, 64].
Auditory warnings are more appropriate than visual ones for urgent situations because
they induce a quicker reaction [44]. Finally, haptic interaction can be used on the steering wheel or on the seat. Some studies show that this modality is considered as more
appropriate and less annoying than the auditory one [46].
2.3

Personalized interaction with HMI elements in automotive applications

The introduction of HMI elements in the automotive domain has introduced new layers
of interaction complexity due to completely changing cognitive models of interaction
patterns and expectations. Traditionally, HMI technologies are deployed as monolithic
blocks of embedded hardware and software that remain unchanged for the entire lifetime of a vehicle platform. With the advent of multi-modal HMIs, drivers encounter an
increasing information flow due to the increasing number of on-board functions (not
only related to the driving task) and the massive introduction of ADAS systems. Often,
due to their physiological state (tired, absent minded, etc.) and complex traffic environment, drivers are not always capable of perceiving and understanding the plethora of
messages produced by the vehicle/system [30]. To this end, the development of HMI
technologies needs to be context aware (i.e., driver, vehicle and environmental state) as
well as to be adapted to user’s characteristics, needs and expectations. Towards this
direction, some initial research efforts [24] have targeted the potential of developing a
personalized, safe in-car HMI that automatically adapts to the targeted design and interaction concept, as well as to the personal needs of the driver.
In the same context, various efforts have been made to increase driver’s performance
and satisfaction by employing personalized HMI technologies. Spoken dialogue systems can be used to operate devices in the automotive environment. Since drivers using
these systems usually have different levels of experience, [26] has proposed a method
to build a dialogue system in an automotive environment that automatically adapts to
the user’s experience with the system. The proposed method was implemented and the
prototype was evaluated, with results showing that adaptation increases both user performance and user satisfaction.
Research activities to date have focused on providing personalized interaction
mainly with in car information systems and navigation systems. In the context of information systems, the most typical example of a first generation system is COMUNICAR
[1]. The main project goal was to design and develop a new concept of an integrated,
in-vehicle multimedia HMI able to harmonize the messages coming from the ADAS

systems, the telematics services (telephone, route guidance, etc.), and the entertainment
functions (radio, CD, etc.). Similarly, the AIDE project [13] investigated the integration
of different ADAS systems and in-vehicle information systems that take into account
the driver and the traffic conditions. In particular, information presented to the driver
could be adapted on the basis of environmental conditions (weather and traffic), as well
as on the basis of assessed workload, distraction, and physical condition of the driver.
Information management must be done in a way that guarantees drivers and vehicles
safety [3] and at the same time, HMI elements should be able to control and manage all
the different input and output devices of the vehicle in order to provide optimum interaction.
The domain of navigation systems is also extremely important, as such systems are
highly complex having countless functions and in some cases coexist with infotainment
systems of a car and other components (i.e., radio, phone, CD/mp3 player, etc.). The
driver navigation system demands many highly interactive activities from the driver
[29]. According to [59, 65], during stressful situations, the HMI of the driver navigation
system can be made adaptive to reduce the mental workload of the driver, depending
on the driver's characteristics. Other concern the personalization of in-car-infotainment
systems. The work presented in [23] introduces two different approaches to simplify
the task of executing a preferred entertainment feature by either personalizing a list of
context-dependent shortcuts or by automatically executing regularly used features. The
myCOMAND case study explores the vision of an interactive user interface (UI) in the
vehicle providing access to a large variety of information items aggregated from Web
services [20]. It was created for gaining insights into applicability of personalization
and recommendation approaches for the visual ranking and grouping of items using
interactive UI layout components (e.g., carousels, lists).
2.4

Existing Knowledge models for the Automotive Industry

Ontologies, a hierarchically structured set of concepts describing a specific domain of
knowledge [8], can be valuable for the automotive domain. Ontologies play a major
role in supporting information exchange processes in various areas [18]. With regard
to the area of automotive industry, a large amount of ontology-based knowledge models
can be found in the literature mainly related to ADAS systems, autonomous vehicles,
contextual awareness, adaptive HMIs and vehicle diagnostics and self-testing.
A vast variety of vehicular systems builds upon or extends ontologies relative to
ADAS systems or autonomous vehicle controlling. The work presented in [42] proposes
an ontology modelling approach for assisting vehicle drivers through safety warning
messages during time critical situation. Tonnis et al. [63] present an ontology-based
approach for deducing spatial knowledge in the context of driver-assistance systems.
The authors of [45] present an ontological model of the driver as well as the vehicle.
Based on these models and the information available from a specific infrastructure (i.e.,
cameras, sensors, etc.), the system is able to detect dangerous situations. A modular
ontology supporting a car ADAS system is presented in [55], aiming at making road
transport more efficient and effective, safer and more environmentally friendly.

With regard to autonomous vehicles, [4] proposes the use of a semantic control paradigm to model traffic control, vehicle path planning and steering control. Furthermore,
a simple ontology that includes context concepts such as mobile entities (i.e., pedestrian
and vehicle), static entities (i.e., road infrastructure and intersection), and context parameters (i.e., isClose, isFollowing, and isToReach) is modeled to enable the vehicle to
understand the context information when it approaches road intersections [5]. Another
example of autonomous vehicles is reported in [39] representing the situation at intersections for reasoning on it using traffic rules. In addition, the work presented in [43]
models the traffic light control domain using a fuzzy ontology, and applies it in order
to control isolated intersections. Likewise, a semantic fusion of laser point sensor data
and computer vision sensing is used to support pedestrian detection as presented in [51].
Moreover, an ontology dealing with emergency situations (e.g., quitting the leftmost
lane on a highway when an emergency vehicle is quickly approaching) is proposed in
[7].
Additional efforts in the literature mainly focus on semantic modelling of specific
essential aspects of the driving process, mainly concerning the driver, the vehicle and
the surrounding environment. For instance, one of the goals of the PADAS project [6]
was the definition of an overall methodological approach for modelling the interaction
between the driver and the vehicle and its correlation with the external environment.
Furthermore, research has also been conducted on the behavior of the driver (exploited
in the design and safety assessment of automated systems [14]). In [22], OWL-based
context model for abstract scene representation of driving scenario has been proposed
which extends behavior knowledge with contextual elements of the environment such
as traffic signs, the state of the driver and the vehicle itself. A more detailed representation of the driver and the environment is proposed in [11] contributing to the body of
knowledge in the domain of prevention of vehicular traffic accidents.
With the main objective to facilitate commercial needs of the automotive industry,
several automotive ontologies have been designed to be used in combination with the
GoodRelations [31] commercial oriented vocabulary. Some concepts from these ontologies, e.g., the Volkswagen Vehicles Ontology [33] or Vehicle Sales Ontology [32],
are also relevant in the context of vehicular communication including model, dimensions of the vehicle, engine, type of the vehicle (such as van, truck, etc.). Further ontology-based knowledge support is proposed also by [47] in the context of an automotive
troubleshooting service system. Likewise, SAMOVAR (Systems Analysis of Modelling and Validation of Renault Automobiles) relies on ontologies aiming at preserving
and exploiting previous automobile design projects [25].
Development of personalized interaction and adaptive HMI elements requires,
among others, semantic knowledge regarding the user, the vehicle/environment and the
current driving context [17], and can be built upon the advances presented above. The
AIDE project [13] models driver-vehicle-environment aiming at the creation of adaptive HMI elements for certain assistance systems. Moreover, a modular ontology supporting an on-board vehicle multimodal interaction system is introduced by Pisanelli et
al. [56]. This ontology comprises five vital domains (vehicle security, road and traffic
security, meteorological, user’s profiles and travel) for safer and more efficient road

transport and mobility. Finally, Feld & Müller [17] describe the “Automotive Ontology” for automotive human-machine-interaction which evolves both the concepts and
the ontology design, giving a solid description of the knowledge representation aspect.
Feld & Müller contribute towards a reference ontology design that highlights vital areas
of the automotive application domain knowledge, as well as a collection of meta-properties related to situation-aware in-car functions and a way to model them.

3

Semantic Modelling

To efficiently and effectively organize and process the information required for personalizing the HMI elements of an ADAS system, this information is semantically modeled
in the form of an ontology meta-model. Following most ontologies that incorporate
aspects of the automotive domain in general, and ADAS systems in particular, semantic
information is classified in three broad categories: a) the driver, b) the vehicle, and c)
the environment and context of use. A high level overview of the ontology meta-model
highlighting these categories is illustrated in Fig. 1, while a more elaborate discussion
on the modelling of each category is provided in the following sections.
3.1

Driver and Rider

The most important requirement for providing personalized interaction in any system
and context is to adopt an elaborate profile model, containing any relevant information
about the user. For this purpose, several profile model standards have been proposed in
recent years, including GUMO [28], FOAF [12] and SIOC [10]. Each of these models
is specialized in representing different aspects of the user. For example, the FOAF
(Friend Of A Friend) ontology targets the representation of user characteristics and their
connections with other users. This work adopts the General User Model Ontology
(GUMO), as it collects a wide range of user characteristics that are commonly modeled
within user-adaptive systems, and extends it to include additional information that is
relevant in an automotive context in order to enable the personalization of HMI elements in ADAS systems. Introduced extensions include driving related information
(e.g., driving style and experience, risk attitude and involvement in accidents) and detailed information regarding disabilities or medical conditions that may affect driving
(e.g. eye conditions). For example, the system should take into account a driver’s color
blindness in order to adjust the colors of the vehicle screens to enable the driver to better
distinguish vehicle notifications and possible obstacles. In addition, audio notifications
may be deployed to alert the driver about road signs that could be difficult to the user
to discern. Furthermore, the model includes physiological states (e.g., sleepiness, inattention, workload, etc.) and potential physiological impairments (e.g., faint, dehydration) that are of high importance in the course of driving. For instance, when a driver is
identified to be sleepy, the system may start playing some energetic music to arouse the
driver and choose to use louder sound notifications for informing him/her. It will also
take into account the sleepiness state of the driver so that in case of an emergency it
will take over control sooner than it would normally do for an alert driver. Another

Fig. 1. A high level overview of the proposed ontology.

extension in the ontology, relevant to the context of HMI personalization, involves detailed information about user interface preferences for the interaction with the HMI
elements of the vehicle. The latter includes information for both high level aspects, such
as which input and output modalities are preferred by the driver, and low level aspects,
such as the fonts and colors of a particular output modality. Finally, to enable the system
to become more knowledgeable in the course of time, we introduce the notion of storing
history and inferred values/states (will occur in the future by performing statistical analysis on pre-recorded data and applying rules on significant driver/rider states and actions). For example, for a consistently distracted driver or a driver that repeatedly ignores warning messages, the system may opt to directly take over control in case of an
emergency without first notifying the driver.
The proposed ontology classifies driver/rider dimensions in two categories, static
ones and dynamic ones. Static dimensions regard permanent driver/rider characteristics
that are not subject to change across driving sessions, while dynamic dimensions may
change both across driving sessions and in the course of a single driving session. From
a data collection perspective, static dimensions typically involve information that needs
to be provided as input either from the drivers/riders themselves or through some profile
provider service, while information for dynamic dimensions is typically retrieved
through driver monitoring using in-vehicle available sensors. Overall, the ontology
models the following driver/rider dimensions:
─ Static:






Contact Information (e.g., name, city, emergency contact)
Demographics (e.g., age, gender, language)
Personality (e.g., careless, calm, neurotic, tempered)
User Interface Preferences (e.g., fonts, colors, layout, modalities)
General knowledge and driving experience (e.g., computer expertise, familiarity
with the road)
 Driving and risk attitude (e.g., driving style, involvement in previous accidents,
sensation seeking)
 Disabilities and Medical conditions (e.g., deafness, Parkinson’s disease, sleep disorders)
 Visual ability (e.g., visual acuity, color blindness, contrast sensitivity)
─ Dynamic:
 History and statistics (e.g., previous warning and user reactions, normal heart rate,
history of sleepiness while driving)
 Physiological state (e.g., sleepiness, distraction, rest, stress)
 Physiological impairment (e.g., dehydration, frostbite, faint, hypothermia)
 Mental state (e.g., cognitive load)
 Emotional state (e.g., happiness, anger, road rage)
 Physiological parameters (e.g., blood pressure, current heart rate, current temperature)

3.2

Vehicle

Having information about the vehicle is also important in the context of ADAS systems
in general, and for personalized interaction in particular. The proposed ontology builds
on previous work on vehicle modelling [6, 11, 17, 42, 45, 55, 68, 19, 69], directly extending existing ontologies where possible and incorporating design knowledge from
the ones unavailable for extension. Additionally, new parameters are introduces that
are of vital importance in the personalization context, most notably the available HMI
elements of the vehicle. As with the driver/rider case, all relevant vehicle parameters
are also classified into static and dynamic, with static ones typically provided by the
vehicle manufacturer and dynamic ones provided using vehicle systems and sensors.
The most important static parameter is the type of the vehicle, as there are different
means of interaction and different potential for personalization across cars, trucks,
buses and motorcycles. For example, on a motorcycle it would be ineffective to use
audio notifications because of the noise from the surroundings. If such notifications
would need to be used for some reason, they should be set at a very high volume level.
In a vehicle with a closed-cabin, such as a car, truck or bus, such high volume levels
would only be used for drivers with hearing disabilities or in cases of extreme emergencies, e.g., if the driver has fallen asleep. Other significant static vehicle characteristics include its formal specifications, as well as its structural elements, covering both
interior and exterior parts and sensors. For instance, when performing an automated
emergency brake, the system will take into account the braking performance of the vehicle so as to start braking earlier if necessary.
Dynamic parameters include information about the state of the vehicle (e.g., speed,
location), the status of its elements (e.g., sensor values, windows being open or closed,
etc.), and any relevant driving actions. For example, the speed of the vehicle may be
taken into account to derive the best interaction strategy for issuing a notification message to the driver. Using visual output, e.g., displaying the message to a vehicle screen,
is usually efficient, but forces the driver to take their eyes from the road in order to view
the message. If the vehicle is stationary or at a low speed this may be an acceptable,
however when driving at a high speed even a split second of taking the focus from the
road can be fatal. Thus, visual notifications are avoided for high speeds and audio or
haptic feedback is preferred instead. Another example is the consideration of the current
driving action towards deciding whether or not to notify the driver about an incoming
call; during manual driving or handover between manual and automated driving, the
call would probably be dismissed, while during automated driving the driver would be
available to take the call.
Overall, the ontology models the following vehicle aspects:
─ Static
 Type (e.g., car, truck, bus, motorcycle)
 Specifications (e.g., max speed, horsepower, fuel consumption, braking performance)
 Interior parts (e.g., doors, windows, sunroof, pedals, gear shift, throttle)
 Exterior parts (e.g., trunk, lights, side mirrors)

 Physical attributes (e.g., dimensions, weight)
 Available sensors (e.g. GPS, camera, lidar, level of light, temperature)
 Available HMI elements (e.g., speakers, screens, microphones)
─ Dynamic
 Vehicle behavior/Ego-vehicle (e.g., speed, acceleration, location, orientation)
 Internal status (e.g., window status, light conditions, sound level)
 Automated driving actions (e.g., turning, following, taking automatic control)
Semantic information about the available HMI elements is particularly important in the
context of personalization, as such elements provide the means for receiving input from
and giving output to the driver. However, previous vehicle ontologies for ADAS systems lack such information. In this work, particular attention is paid to the available
HMI elements of the vehicle, modeling all possible element categories and interaction
methods. Effectively, this is a sub-ontology of vehicle rather than a separate ontology,
but is critical to the purposes of this work so it is presented here separately. The following aspects of HMI elements are modeled:








Physical characteristics (e.g., dimensions, location in the vehicle, mounted/free)
Interaction types (e.g., input / output, implicit / explicit)
Modality types (e.g., visual, auditory, haptic)
Input (e.g., touch, speech, gestures, hardware buttons, dashboard controls)
Output (e.g., dashboard screen, AR display, sound, vibration)
Explicit interaction (e.g., GUI, voice commands, dashboard notifications)
Implicit interaction (e.g., gestures, poses, visual attractors, ambient light, force
feedback, wearable systems)

For example, let’s revisit the example of determining the best interaction strategy for
issuing a notification message to the driver. Such a decision would take into account
the available output modalities and whether it would be more appropriate to use a visual, auditory or haptic output modality based on the current situation. If for instance
only visual modalities are present, say a dashboard screen, the center display, and a led
strip, then the system would select based on their location, so as to allow the driver to
view the notification with minimal visual distraction. If on the other hand the notification involves a message with content difficult to visualize on a led strip or a small dashboard screen, then the selection would also take into account the screen size and possibly opt for the center display. In both cases, if audio feedback was available, it would
probably be preferred as a less distracting way of reaching out to the driver.
3.3

Environment and Context of Driving

Besides information about the driver/rider and the vehicle, personalization logic should
also take into account data about the surrounding environment, as well as the overall
context of driving. Prominent such parameters for personalization include the weather
and traffic conditions. For example, if glare from the sun or the headlights of other

vehicles compromise the driver’s vision, an auditory message should be preferred over
a visual one. As another example, when trying to decide about notifying the driver about
an incoming call, the system would also have to take into account traffic information
and any nearby obstacles. For instance, when maneuvering between fallen rocks it
wouldn’t be a good time to answer a phone call. Other important parameters include
the particular driving session, with information ranging from the starting point and destination to the purpose of the drive, the chosen route and the points of interest along the
road. For example, in a routine drive from home to work, the system may turn on the
news, while in a leisure drive it may put on some relaxing music. With respect to data
collection, most of the environment and context information is derived from external
resources such as weather, traffic information and navigation services.
Various existing ontologies model environment and context information [5, 17, 22,
45-51], however none of them seem to provide a holistic approach towards modeling
environment and context driving aspects. The proposed ontology draws from existing
models and aggregates all relevant environment and context elements that can be useful
for personalizing HMI elements. In particular, the ontology includes the following aspects:
─ Driving Environment






Weather (e.g., light conditions, sun glare, fog, rain, snow, hail, wind)
Traffic information (e.g., flow, accidents, diversions, closed roads)
Nearby obstacles (e.g., other vehicles, pedestrians, fallen rocks)
Nearby hazards (e.g., potholes, speed bumps, spilt oil, ice)
Nearby points of interest (e.g., restaurants, gas stations)

─ Driving Context
 Regulations (e.g., traffic lights, traffic signs, speed limits, priorities)
 Road type (e.g., highway, private road, national road)
 Road segment information (e.g., roundabout, intersection, number of lanes, bus
lane, pedestrian crossing)
 Driving session (e.g., start point, destination point, route)
 Purpose of driving (e.g., routine, profession, emergency, leisure)

4

Semantic Reasoning for Personalized HMIs

4.1

Employing reasoning into vehicle’s HMIs

In general, reasoning means deriving facts that are not expressed in ontology or in
knowledge base explicitly. Furthermore, reasoning describes the task of answering
complex questions using the facts stored in a knowledge base, and possibly using a
mechanism that describes how further facts can be automatically derived. For the purposes of this research work, the selection of the appropriate reasoning engine is considered to be of the utmost importance. Using rules and facts regarding the driver, the

vehicle and the surrounding environment, an inference engine is able to deduce conclusions and therefore to produce the appropriate personalization behavior from an HMI
and automation preferences perspective.
According to the literature, an inference engine adopts two strategies of execution:
a) forward chaining and b) backward chaining. Also, there are engines that implement
both, called hybrid chaining engines. Forward chaining starts with the available data
and uses inference rules to extract more data until a goal is reached. Backward chaining
starts with goals, and works backward to determine what facts must be asserted so that
the goals can be achieved [27]. In the present work, forward chaining, as a “data-driven”
and thus reactionary reasoning strategy, seems like a prerequisite for deducing into new
conclusions using data stemming from in-vehicle available sensors and facts stored in
the knowledge base. In addition, one of the advantages of forward-chaining over backward-chaining is that the reception of new data can trigger new inferences, which makes
the engine better suited to dynamic situations in which conditions are likely to change
[41].
4.2

Advantages of a Rule Engine based approach

Delivering personalization HMI decisions based on rules can be facilitated by a generic
rule reasoner approach. A generic rule reasoner is a rule based reasoner that supports
user defined rules. Usually, a rule engine decides which rules to apply, and computes
the result of their application, that may deduce new knowledge, or an action to perform.
In particular, a rule engine includes the following components: a) a rule base, containing user defined rules, b) a knowledge base that contains known facts and c) an inference engine for processing rules. Rules operate on facts of the knowledge base. Facts
may change over time with new facts being added and old facts being removed. Rules
are based on conditions which are evaluated against facts.
Rules are usually specified in a Rule Language such as RuleML, OCL, SWRL, etc.
[66] which captures the rules and facts in a human readable form. Each rule engine
technology supports one or more rule languages, thus offering many advantages over
hand coded “if…then” approaches. To this end, rules are easier to understand than
procedural code, so they can be effectively used to bridge the gap between domain
knowledge experts (who mainly are non-technical) and developers [61]. The key advantage is the capability of declarative programing, making it easier for domain experts
to express the logic of a computation in an abstract way, without having to describe its
control flow. Among the main benefits of a rule engine is the fundamentally breaking
of data and logic (logic and data separation). Logic, laid in rules, can be much easier
to maintain and modify. Also, keeping rules in a separate repository facilitates the centralization of knowledge which allows seamless adaptation to decisions when they are
changing and enables greater flexibility and reusability.

4.3

Comparison of applicable Rule Engines

Performance issues, rule language expressiveness, community support, software license, platform compatibility are some of the arguments taken into account for comparing existing rule engines. Most rule engines employ the Rete algorithm [38] which
is still the leading algorithm for general-purpose Rule Engines. However, the Rete algorithm sacrifices memory for speed. However, since speed is of the utmost importance
in automotive applications, Rule Engines which implement this algorithm, are preferred. In [37] more than 30 readily available Rule Engines and reasoners implemented
in Java are listed. The most prominent systems are JBoss Drools [36] which is a free,
Open Source, forward chaining inference rule engine based on an enhanced implementation of Charles Forgy’s Rete algorithm [21]. Pellet 2 is an OWL-DL Java-based reasoner which provides standard and advanced reasoning services for OWL ontologies.
Jena and JenaBean are an open source Java-based framework for “semantic web” application [15]. FuzzyDL System is a description logic reasoner that supports both Fuzzy
Logic and fuzzy Rough Set reasoning [9].
The number of .NET compatible Rule Engines is quite limited. To begin with, the
Drools.NET is a .NET port for Drools that enables .NET developers to exploit the powerful that Drools Rule Engine provides through a completely managed .NET code base.
However, the Drools.NET is still in Beta version and only available for outdated
.NETv1_1, v2. Another .NET approach is the SRE (Simple Rule Engine) [35] which is
a lightweight forward chaining inference rule engine for .NET. It allows developers to
combine rule-based and object oriented programming methods to add rules written in
XML to new and existing applications. Windows Workflow Foundation (WF) ships
with a robust business Rule Engine that can be incorporated into workflows to assist in
managing business processes. The Rule Engine can be used outside of workflows in
any .NET application to provide robust rule based capabilities. These capabilities range
from simple conditions that drive activity execution behavior to complex rulesets executed by a full-featured forward-chaining Rule Engine.
The majority of Rule Engines have their own unique “native language” and given
the complexity of the automotive domain, it normally takes a considerable amount of
time for domain knowledge experts or developers to learn the language. For the purposes of the present work, the creation of domain specific rule scripting language may
be an alternative approach worth considering. Domain-specific languages allow to
specify and express domain objects and idioms as part of a higher-level language for
programming. By providing a higher level of abstraction, domain-specific languages
allow to focus on the application or domain while concealing details of the programming language or platform. In the context of delivering personalized interaction with
HMI elements in automotive applications, the main purpose of such a rule scripting
language should be to offer higher expressiveness and manageable complexity at the
same time. ACTA is an indicative example of domain specific rule based language
aiming at facilitating the activity analysis process during smart game design by early
intervention professionals who are not familiar with traditional programming languages
[70]. Developers can use ACTA also for applications whose behavior is composed of a

finite number of states, transitions between those states and actions, as well as for application based on rules driven workflows. ACTA’s runtime is based on the WF.
For the purposes of the present work, further investigation of the aforementioned
Rule Engines will be conducted in order to select the most appropriate one in terms of
performance, efficiency, expressiveness, etc.

5

Conclusions and Future Work

ADAS systems promise to deliver capabilities and features needed to simplify the driving process and reduce vehicular accidents. Thanks to rapid advances in vision, sensors,
connectivity, infrastructure and HMI technologies, automotive engineers will continue
to find cost-effective solutions for realizing ADAS designs. The next big step is towards
offering adaptive and personalized ADAS systems, where automated functions and interaction between the driver/rider and the vehicle takes into account the driver’s/rider’s
state as well as the current situational and environmental context. In this context, the
work presented here adopts an ontology-based modelling approach for semantically
representing all relevant information, and uses it to personalize the HMI elements of an
ADAS system.
Central to our proposition is a comprehensive ontology that models all relevant
driver and rider, vehicle, and surrounding environment data. Driver and rider modelling
takes into account both static information such as characteristics, personality, preferences, driving experience and relevant medical disabilities or medical conditions, and
also attributes that change dynamically during a driving session such as mental, physiological and emotional state. Semantic modelling regarding vehicle data also considers
both static and dynamic aspects, and covers all attributes from vehicle type, specifications and structural elements, to the current vehicle state and element status while driving. In the context of personalization, of particular interest are also the available HMI
elements of the vehicle, which are modelled based on their physical characteristics,
interaction types and modality types. Finally, the environment and context of driving
are thoroughly modelled, including information about traffic regulations, weather and
traffic conditions, nearby obstacles and points of interest, as well as information about
the particular driving session.
With the ontology including all relevant semantic information, supporting personalized interaction requires transforming the abstract knowledge provided by automotive
HMI domain experts into concrete rules that can be deployed for reasoning on ontology
model instances. A rule-based reasoning engine will be used to infer conclusions (new
knowledge) and therefore to produce the appropriate adaptation decisions. Thereafter,
the decisions can be used to deliver user interaction through the vehicle’s HMI elements
that best fit the particular driver or rider, surrounding environment, and the overall driving context.
Currently, the proposed ontology has been implemented in OWL (Ontology Web
Language) [52] using the ontology editor Protégé [50], and the focus is now on selecting the most appropriate approach for expressing the logic rules and performing reasoning. To this end, it is planned to explore available alternatives, such as using SWRL

rules and the Drools reasoner, or adopting the Microsoft Workflow Foundation rules in
combination with code actions, and evaluate them in terms of expressiveness, effectiveness and efficiency. Future work also includes the design and implementation of an
HMI personalization framework that will act as the middleware between the reasoning
system and the eventual HMI. This framework will initiate the reasoning process based
on input from the driver and the various sensors, and will use the decision making results to present the output to the driver. In particular, it will handle aspects regarding
how the user interface will appear by activating and deactivating adaptive GUI components, as well as maintaining binding to all available HMI elements and invoking them
as needed. It will also dictate how high-level reasoning results such as ‘use audio notifications exclusively’, ‘utilize haptic feedback’, and ‘simplify the user interface’, are
manifested for each particular HMI element in isolation, and then orchestrated to provide a personalized user experience.
Acknowledgments. This work has been conducted in the context of the Project ICTADAS&ME “Adaptive ADAS to support incapacitated drivers & Mitigate Effectively risks
through tailor made HMI under automation”, funded by the European Commission under
the Horizon 2020 Framework Programme (Grant Agreement 688900).
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